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I. INTRODUCTION
The following article deals with two particular ways to denote fractional
numbers, one of them multiplicative (»parts of parts«) and the other
multiplicative-additive (»ascending continued fractions«). They turn up in sources
from several cultures and epochs, but as a standard idiom only in Arabic
mathematics, where their occurrence has been amply described. In certain other
contexts (Babylonia, High and Late Medieval Europe) their occasional presence
has been taken note of though rarely investigated systematically. Finally, a few
scattered occurrences in Ancient Greek and Egyptian sources have not been
commented upon until this day.
Widespread occurrence of similar practices raises the question of interdepen-
dence versus independent development by accident or in response to analogous
situations. Thus also in this case. Posing the question, however, turns out to be
more easy than answering it, not least because some of the cultures to be dealt
with only present us with utterly few examples of the usage, and only the
combination of evidence and arguments of many kinds will allow us to construct
a scenario which is at least well-founded if not definitively verified on all points.
As a by-product, the inquiry will cast new light on the origins of the Egyptian
unit fraction system.
II. ISLAMIC AND POST-ISLAMIC EVIDENCE
In chapter V of Leonardo Fibonacci’s Liber abaci (second version, 1228) a
number of complex writings for fractional numbers are introduced. One of them –
the others are irrelevant for the present purpose – is what later has come to be
called the »ascending continued fraction« (»Aufsteigende Kettenbrüche« in
German), which Leonardo exemplifies by the number
